rubustos moab obtinuere
moz-obrigueri omnes habi
vires chana

retur suip cos formido a pauc
in magnitudine vachis in-
tum immobiles quasi lapis:
donec praenam in pl's nui

donec permane in pl's nius isu
que possestia.

introduces cos applanabis cos
un monte heredatus tue firmas
simo habituato tuo quod opa-
tuses duc.

actuaret tuix dix quod sie
materit manute dix regna
ut mertiu e utra-

Ricketts 22 (13v)
2. Psalter fragment

Flanders, late 13th century
Ricketts 22

13 leaves; 13.4x11cm. (9x6.5cm.); vellum
Gothic script; decorated borders
Sewn in folded vellum cover

All thirteen leaves of Ricketts 22 are decorated with a panelled foliate border on three sides, alternating between blue and pink grounds from folio to folio. Each border is highlighted with gold and adorned with white linear motifs often depicting small stylized storks (eleven in all). The ends of the border panels culminate in gold animal heads outlined in black, mostly lions, eagles, and one human head. Some hybrids are also included which may be intended to represent oxen, perhaps completing the symbolism of the Four Evangelists.

Ricketts 22 has been dated paleographically and attributed to Flanders. A curious inscription in sixteenth-century English script appears upside-down on the bottom of leaf 6v. This is a message from a man to his daughter whom he praises for not sending for goods or fashions from London and commends her as one who "only craved a Bible of my blessing." The proud father seems to have recognized the book as a Bible, suggesting that it was not fragmented when he purchased it. Perhaps he was also not unaware that storks in the Middle Ages were representative of piety because the young ones care for their parents who have grown old.
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